
CORRESPONDING RESIDUE SYSTEMS IN ALGEBRAIC
NUMBER FIELDS

H. S. BUTTS AND H. B. MANN

In this paper we shall consider integral ideals in finite algebraic
extensions of the field R of rational numbers. Algebraic number fields
will be denoted by g with subscripts or superscripts, ideals by German
letters, algebraic numbers by lower case Greek letters, and numbers
of the rational field R by lower case Latin letters.

Two ideals in the same field are equal if and only if they contain
the same numbers.

If aλ is an ideal in a field %1 and α2 is an ideal in a field g2, then
we shall write aτ=a2 provided a± and az generate the same ideal in some
field containing all the numbers of g : and of g, (see [1, § 37]). Two such
ideals may therefore be denoted by the same symbol and we shall speak
of an ideal α without regard to a particular field. An ideal a is said to
be contained in a field g if it may be generated by numbers in g,
that is to say, if it has a basis in g.

Let α be an ideal contained in the fields gx and g2. We say that
gx and g2 have corresponding residue systems modulo a if for every in-
teger aλ of gx there exists an integer a, of g2 such that ^ — a, (mod
α), and for every integer az of % there exists an integer ax of %λ such
t h a t cLy. ΞΞLCLi (mod α).

The problem considered in this paper is the following one: if %
and g2 are two fields containing an ideal α, under what conditions will
g t and g2 have corresponding residue systems mod α. We shall show
that this problem reduces to that in which the ideal α is a power of a
prime ideal and a necessary and sufficient condition for gx and %2 to
have corresponding residue systems mod a is derived in case that σ is
a prime ideal. A necessary (but not sufficient) condition is derived in
case α is a power of a prime ideal and gx and g2 are normal over gx f\
g2. A special case in which the fields are of the type %{Vμ) is con-
sidered. These fields are of interest in themselves and in view of
Corollary 7.1 seem to have a direct connection with the general
problem.

THEOREM 1. Let a be an ideal in the number fields g2 and ga and
suppose gi and g2 have corresponding residue systems mod α. Then a
has the same prime ideal decomposition in gτ and in g2.
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Proof. Let

α-tf1 •...•}#• in fa

a=φ ... φ in g2

where the pt are prime ideals in fa and the qt are prime ideals in fa.
Let a be an integer in fa such that α is exactly divisible by pλ and
(a, ^ ) = ( l ) for i = 2 , •••, r. There exists an integer β in g2 such that
a=β (mod α) and thus in fa\J$z we have (/3, α ) ^ ^ . Since β is in fa
and αCS2> it follows that faCZfa In the same manner it follows that
PίClfa for i = l , « , r and q*CSi f ° r i = l , - β , s . Therefore in fa
and in g2 we have pi1 . . . pp = qί1*-... q{*.

In $, the q̂  are prime ideals and hence qλ\pj in fa for some j . In
gi the fo are prime ideals and therefore p^ in fa for some k. Thus
in δiUSa w e have pk\pj which implies that pk=pJ=c\1 in fa and in fa.
By renumbering and repeated application of the above argument we
obtain r=s and pt==qt for i = l , •••, r==s in gi a n ( i 82-

THEOREM 2. Let a be an ideal in the number fields fa and fa. In
order that fa and fa have corresponding residue systems mod a it is
necessary and sufficient that a=pe

1

1 . . . pp where pt is a prime ideal in
fa and %Ly and fa and § 2 have corresponding residue systems mod pf for
i = l , •••, r.

Proof. The necessity follows from Theorem 1. Suppose a=pe

1

1

• pp in fa and in fa, where pi is a prime ideal in fa and in fa, and
that fa and fa have corresponding residue systems mod $* for i = l , •••,
r. Let a be any integer of fa. There exist integers & in fa such
that a^βt (mod $«) for i = l , , r. By the Chinese remainder theorem
there exists an integer β in fa such that β^βt (mod p\i) for i = l , •••,
r and hence a^β (mod α). It follows that fa and fa have corres-
ponding residue systems mod α.

THEOREM 3. Let fa and fa be two number fields, %$=faΓ\fa, and
let p be a prime ideal in both fa and fa. Suppose fa and fa have cor-
responding residue systems mod pj and let %n be the smallest normal ex-
tension over g containing fa and fa. Then for every automorphism A
in the Galois group (S(gjg) of gw over % we have af^aλ (mod pj) and
aίΈΞ^aλ (mod pj) for every integer ax in fa and a.z in fa.

Proof. Let ©! and ©2 be the subgroups of @(3?n|f$) which leave &
and fa fixed respectively. Since ^=faΓ\%z we have by Galois theory
that ©! \J ($>> corresponds to g under the Galois correspondence between
subgroups and subίields. Hence
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Denote by @t ( i = l , 2) the set of automorphisms A in ©(SJS) such
that at — at (mod pj) for all integers α4 in gz for i = l , 2. The sets @4

are subgroups of ®(3fn|g). Furthermore the sets @t contain ©4 for i = l , 2.

Let 4̂ be an automorphism of @2. For every integer aλ in %ι there
exists an integer az in g2 such that 0 ^ = ^ (mod £j)* Therefore (#i —
a2)^ = 0 (mod pj)> ccf^^af (mod p j), af — ocz (mod pj)> and thus af^aλ

(mod p j). Hence the automorphism A is also in @x and it follows that
@aC@i. Similarly ^ C ^ and therefore @1=@2. Hence
g) since @ O © i for i*=l, 2 and ® 1U®i

COROLLARY 3.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 3 it follows that
i = 0 (mod r i j ) α^d b2 = 0 (mod ^ ) , where ^ 1 + l 3 =(g 1 |g), ^2 + l = (g 2 |δ),

b4 denotes the relative differente of g4 over ^ / o r i = l , 2.

THEOREM 4. Lei g O S be two number fields and let % be a prime
ideal in gi Suppose that for every integer a in gx we have a=a(ί)

(mod SJS) /or i = l , •••, Λ=(gχ|g), where a{i) is the ith conjugate of a in
gi over g. Then 5β is o/ order ^=(3 :i!3) ^ ^ respect to g.

Proof. It is clear that 5β coincides with its conjugates. More-
over if a is any integer in gx and α2, , ak its conjugates over
g then

~{x — a)(x — oc2) -(x — ah)^ΞΞ(x — α ) (mod

The polynomial /(a?) has its coefficients in $ and since the field of
residue classes mod 5β is separable over the field or residue classes mod
p, it must be of degree one.

THEOREM 5. Let %τ and g2 be two number fields and p a prime
ideal in both fields. Then ^ and g2 have corresponding residue systems
mod p if and only if p is of order {%\%Γ\%) in % over %Γ\%
of order (&|&Γ\&) in % over

Proof. If gi a n d ^2 have corresponding residue systems mod p, it
follows immediately from Theorems 3 and 4 that the order of p satisfies
the conditions of the theorem.

The converse is clear since p is of degree one over SiΠSs and
therefore every residue class mod p contains an integer of

COROLLARY 5.1. Let a be an ideal in the number fields f$i and
If % and g2 have corresponding residue systems mod α, then (SilSiΠ

&i3
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THEOREM 6. Let gx and g2 be two number fields each normal over
S ^ S i Π S a oind let p be a prime ideal in gx owd in g2. In order that
gx and g2 have corresponding residue systems mod p it is necessary and
sufficient that the inertial group of p in g^ over % be equal to the Galois
group of %5 over g for j = l , 2.

Proof, The condition is sufficient since p is of degree one in gl-
over g if the inertial group of p in %5 over g is equal to the Galois
group of gj over g for j = l , 2.

Suppose gi and g2 have corresponding residue systems mod p and
let gj denote the inertial field of p in gx over g. The order of p in
gx over g is equal to (gjg*) and hence by Theorem 5 we have (gilgc)
= (Silδ) It follows that g* = g and hence the Galois group of gx over
g is equal to the inertial group of p in gx over g.

THEOREM 7. Lβ£ gL and %.z be two number fields each normal over
δ = SiΠS2> aγιd let P be a prime ideal in gi and in g2. // gx and g2

/̂ ave corresponding residue systems mod pj

y then the j t h ramification
group of p in gfc over g is equal to the Galois group of gfc over g /or
ft=l, 2.

Proo/. Let A be any automorphism of ©(giU&lgί)- It follows
from Theorem 3 that 0$ = ^ (mod pj) for every integer a h in g4 for
i = l , 2. Hence if 4̂̂  is an automorphism of ® ( g j g ) , ( i = l , 2), it fol-
lows that αfϊΞΞΞα^ (mod pj) since every automorphism A% of ®(gi |g)
can be continued to an automorphism of ©(giVJgalg). Thus the j t h

ramification group of p in g4 over g is equal to the Galois group of 3^
over g for i = l , 2.

COROLLARY 7.1. Lei g! and g2 δe ί^o number fields normal over
S i Π S i a ^ ^ e ί P be a prime ideal in gx and in g2. // gx and g2

corresponding residue systems mod pj for j^>lf then ( g i l g )=(g 2 | g )
= pr where p is the rational prime belonging to p.

Proof. By Theorem 7 we have (S(g1 |g) = ©i= •=©,• where &3 is
the i ί Λ ramification group of p in g τ over g . By Theorem 5 the order
e of p in gx over g is equal to (gilg). But ©J®, is cyclic of order e0

where e=pre0, (e0, p) = l, p the rational prime belonging to the ideal p.
Therefore (%i\%) = eop

r. Since ®!=©2 we have β o = l and ( g i | g ) = p r .
Therefore (g 1 | g) = ( g 2 | g ) = p r .

COROLLARY 7.2. Let g t and g2 δe too number fields normal over
eέ p 6e a pri?nβ ideaZ in %τ and in g2. Lei v4 denote
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the order of ramification of p in g4 over g for i=l, 2 and suppose
v1^>v2^>2. If gx

 and δ^ have corresponding residue systems mod pv%,
then @(g2 |g) is Abelian of type (p, , p) where p is the rational prime
belonging to p.

Proof If gx and g2 have corresponding residue systems mod pυ*,
it follows from Theorem 7 that ©(g2/g) = ©r= =©, a where ©., is the
i ί Λ ramification group of p in g2 over g. By the definition of v2, ®υ.λ+ι
is the group identity. But &υJ®Ό2+1 is Abelian of type (p, * ,p) where
p is the rational prime belonging to p. It follows that ®(g 2 |g) is
Abelian of type (p, •••,39).

The condition of Theorem 7 is not sufficient as the following ex-

ample shows. Denote by R the field of rational numbers and let g i=i2

{V 2)J %=R('\/"3)> P = ( τ / 2 ) . It is clear that the second ramification

group of the ideal (1/ 2) in gx over R is equal to the Galois group of

gx over R, and likewise for g2. However g2 and g2 do not have cor-

responding residue systems mod (1/ 2 )2

In the remainder of this paper we consider fields of the type
%{Vμ) where % is a number field containing a qth root of unity ζφl,
q is a rational prime, and μ is an integer of % and not the qth power
of an integer in g.

Let 3̂ be a prime ideal in %(Vμλ) and in §( |/μ 2 ) We may

suppose that g(f//a1)^g(ΐ///2~) since the problem of corresponding

residue systems is trivial in case equality holds. By Theorem 5, in

order that ^{Vμx) and %(Vμ2) have corresponding residue systems

mod p̂ it is necessary and sufficient that 3̂ be of order q in g(f/^7)

over g and in ^(Vμ.^) over g. Therefore it is necessary and sufficient

that 5J3 divide the relative differente bt of g(f///4') over g for i = l , 2.

If Ci denotes the relative conductor of Vμ^ fo r ί = l , 2 then

for i = l , 2 since (VμiY^Q is the relative number differente of

overg. It follows that 5β must divide (Vμ'iY^Q for i = l , 2 if

and g(f///2) have corresponding residue systems mod 5β.

Denote by :p the prime ideal corresponding to φ in g. If p divides

μ% but not q then p = φ α in F(V~μd i f a n d o n l ^ i f (/ii)==ϊ)α' α* f o r ΐ = = 1 ) 2

where (α4, g) = l and (αt, W=(l). (See [1, p. 150]). Thus we have the

following theorem.
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THEOREM 8. // (5β, g) = (l), then %{V μλ) and %{V μ,) have cor-
responding residue systems rn,od 5β if and only if (// ί)=^α i with (aif q)
= 1 and (aif £)=(1) for i==l, 2.

From Corollary 7.1 it follows that %(Vμ[) and g(ΐ/^) do not
have corresponding residue systems mod ψ for j > l in case (5β, g)=(l).

We now consider prime ideals in fields gG//*) which divide q,
that is, prime ideals which divide the ideal (1 —C) where C # l is a gίft

root of unity. Let (1 — C) = Qαα in g where (Q, α)=(l) and D is a
prime ideal in %, and let q be a prime ideal of F{Vμ) which divides
D. By Theorem 5 we are concerned only with the case in which q is
of order q in %{Vμ) over g, that is Q=q9 in %{V~μ) We may
suppose without loss of generality that either (μ, O)=(l) or (//, B2)—Q.
The ideal D becomes the qth power of a prime ideal in %tf/~μ) in
case (μf D2)=D. In case (μ, Q)=(l), D becomes a gί7i power of a prime
ideal in %{Vμ) if the congruence μ = ζq (mod DαQ) is not solvable for

ξ in S _
The main result of this paper for fields of the type %{V μ) is the

following one: if μl9 μ2 are two integers of % such that D==qg in %{V^ι)
and in j$({/μ2), and q has ramification orders i>?;>α in %{V]Γι) and
in ^(v7/^) over g then ^ ( i 7 ^ ) a n ^ %(V]^λ) have corresponding
residue systems mod c\v~a.

We first consider the case in which (μ, O2)==d

THEOREM 9. // (μ, D2)=D and n is a positive integer, then D=qα

in %{V~μ) and every integer a in %{V~μ) satisfies a congruence

a = a» + aιl/~ιJ+----{-an-ιl/μ^~ {mod qn)

where the at are integers in %. Furthermore the order of ramification
v of q in %{V~μ) over g is equal to aq + 1.

Proof Since (//, D2)=D, we have B=q g in %(V~μ) where q is a
prime ideal. It follows that V μ is exactly divisible by q. Let n be
any positive integer. If a is any integer of % we have

a ΞΞα0 + avV μ + + an-iVμ"-τ (m^d q?ϊ)

where the a% are residues mod q and may be chosen in % since q is of
degree 1 with respect to %.

The order of ramification of q is equal to v if and only if

V~μ=ζV'μ (mod qv) and VJφζVJ (mod q"+1).

Hence v=αg + l since (l-C)=Qαα, O=qα, and (Q, α)=(l).
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THEOREM 10. If μlf μ.z are two integers of % each exactly divisible

by Q, then %{Vμλ) and %{Vμ z) have corresponding residue systems

mod c\aq+ι-a.

Proof, Choose a fixed residue system mod & in g consisting of
qth powers, which is possible since O is a prime ideal in %. Represent
the residue class 0 by 0 and let n=a(q — 1). Since μλ is exactly divisi-
ble by G we have

Λ Ξ = c t f f t + . . . -f α>f (mod C»+1)

where the aΐ belong to the fixed residue system mod O chosen above.
Hence

= μA-a\μι a\μ» (mod O w + 1 )

= 0 (mod £in+[).

It follows that

ΐ (mod qw+1)

and by Theorem 9, %{Vμλ) and %{Vμ.z) have corresponding residue
systems mod qa«+1-a

m

By Theorem 7 the fields %(Vμi) a n d %{Vμ^) do not have corres-

ponding residue systems mod qϋ+1 where v is the order of ramification

of q. The following theorem gives a sufficient condition for ^(Vjϋ^) and

%{Vμt) to have corresponding residue systems mod qυ.

THEOREM 11. Let μL, μ2 be two integers of % each exactly divisible
by O. // μτ = μz (mod £ιaq+1) then %(Vμϊ) and %{V~μλ) have corre-
sponding residue systems mod qαα+1, that is, mod qυ where v is the order
of ramification of q.

Proof. Since μx = μλ (mod Gαα+1) and (Vyλ~χ/μy^μ^μ^ (mod q)

it follows that Vμ1^Vμ2 (mod qα(α-1}). Suppose

1.) Vμ\.^Vμ, (mod or) and V'^ΦV'μ, (mod q-*1).

For any polynomial p(%, y) with integral coefficients such that y occurs

in every term we have qp(V~μ^ Vμ~2) = QP(Vμ2, V~μz) (mod qm+1g).

Thus ( ^ f t - ^ f t ) β = A - A (modgq-q).

2.) ( f / ^ - f / ^ ) « S Λ - A (modO^-Vq) .

If μ^ftφo (mod Oα(β-1}qTOq) then
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g(αg-f l)<αg(g — l) + m-fl since μλ=μ2 (mod £laq+1).

Therefore g < — αg + ra -h 1 and m ;> αg -f 1. On the other hand if
^-// 2 = 0 (mod Cα(9-υqwq) then

( | / Λ l - ^ 2 ) Q ^ 0 (mod O α ( ί - γ q )

from 2.). Thus by 1.) we have mq~^aq{q — l) + m-fl, my>aq, and hence
ml>αg-hl. Therefore in either case m^αg + 1 and we have by 1.)

' ^ 0 (mod q^+1)

Let α be any integer of g(ί///^) and v the order of ramification
of q, that is, v^aq-hl. By Theorem 9

1

!(/~tf-ϊ (mod q«)

where the at are integers in g. Let

Then αΞΞΞΞ/9 (mod qυ) and gίί/^') a n ( * %(Vfh) have corresponding residue
systems mod qϋ.

The condition /v^/^ (mod £α(Z+1) in Theorem 11 may be replaced
by μι^μ-ιθq (mod Gαg+1) where α is in g.

We now consider the case in which (//, d)=(l) and the congruence
μ^ξ* (mod &aq) is not solvable for ξ in g, that is, (μ. Π)=(l) and
D=qα in g(i/"^7'). Let A: be the largest integer such that the con-
gruence μ^Ξξq (mod Gfc) is solvable for ξ in g. Clearly 0</c<αg and k
is the largest integer such that the congruence V μ = f (mod qfc) is
solvable for ξ in g.

THEOREM 12. Le£ ^ δe α?z integer of % such that (μ, O)=(l) and
£ι=qq in %(V~μ)- Let k be the largest integer such that μ=ξq (mod
£}fc) is solvable for ξ in g. Then the order of ramification v of q with
respect to g is βgwαZ £o αg-hl — fe.

Proof. Let α in g be a solution of the congruence ^ = £ Q (mod Ofc)
with k maximal. Since μ — aq is exactly divisible by dfc, it follows that
Vμ—a is exactly divisible by qfc. Furthermore we have (k, q)=l
(see [1, p. 153]). Thus there exist positive integers x and y such that
kx=l-\-qy.

Let 7r be an integer of g such that (π)=a£ι where (α, Cl)=(l) and
α is an ideal of g. There exists an ideal c in g such that αc=(ω) is
principal and c is prime to D.
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Now, let

Then

and

The ideal fraction on the right in the last equation is an integral ideal
exactly divisible by q, and therefore ωyp is an integer of g exactly
divisible by q. It follows that the order of ramification of q is equal
to v if and only if ωyp — (ωyp)A is exactly divisible by qϋ where A is the
automorphism V'μ -+ζV ~μ> that is, if and only if

is exactly divisible by c\v. Since (ω, C ) = ( l ) this is true if and only if

(V~μ—a)x-"(ζV"μ—<xy is exactly divisible by £.vqv==c\kx~1qv. Now

-V μlHVμ -«)?

Therefore

(ζVJ-ay = (V-μ-ay (mod

α:)a; (mod

since 0<Ck<Caq and (l-ζ) = £iaa with (D, α)=(l). Furthermore this
congruence holds exactly mod q^-^q^. It follows that kx — l + v=k(x

and v=

THEOREM 13. Let μl9 μ2 be two integers of % each prime to O and
such that O=q Q in %{VJh) (and %{V]h)- Let jfc4 be the largest integer
such that the congruence μ^ — al (mod dkή is solvable for ai} an integer
°f S (ί=l> 2). Let vί==aqJrl — kί for i = l , 2, and suppose v^v^a.
Then %({/'μλ) and %{Vμ>z) have corresponding residue systems mod q^~α.
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Proof. Since ^ — α? is exactly divisible by £xki it follows that
y^Γi—ai is exactly divisible by c\H for i = l , 2. Since (&o g ) = l we
have positive integers xt and ^ such that &ta?i=l + g2/< for i = l , 2. Let
π be an integer of g exactly divisible by Q. Using the method of
Theorem 12 we obtain an integer

of %{Vμι) which is exactly divisible by q for i = l , 2.

We now show that d\ is congruent to an integer of % mod
for i = l , 2. We have

where λt is an integer of % and ^ΞΞΞO (mod Ofc0 Hence since pt is
divisible by qfc*

(mod

(mod

But the expression on the right of the last congruence is an integer of
g, so that θ\ is congruent to an integer of % mod £>*~α.

We now show that the qth power of every integer of ^(VJ^) is

congruent to an integer of % mod CΓ<-α for i = l , 2.
Let β be any integer of %{V~th) and let n=v1 — a. Since ^ is

exactly divisible by q we have β^β^βφ^ +βn-ιθni~1 (mod qw), where
the βi are residues mod q and may be chosen in % since q is of degree
1 over g. Hence

+ A-i^- 1 ) ' (mod g)

. . + ^ - 1 ί ? ( n - 1 ) ) (mod g)

=/5Q-σ mod (Oϋi-α),

where ίT is an integer of g. It follows that β*=σ (mod
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If β and β' are two integers of ^siVμ,) such that βq=(τ (mod
£ιυι~a) and β'*==σ (mod £Γi-α), then β==β' (mod qυ^a). Also if /5β=<7
(mod Dυi-α) and βg = </ (mod Qυi-α) where σ, σ are integers of g, then
<7=</ (mod £ιVl~a). The number of residue classes mod c\Vl~a in g(\//^)
is equal to the number of residue classes mod QΛ~"α in g. It follows
that if σ is any integer of g there exists an integer β of %{V μx) such
that qβ=a (mod G^-*2).

Similarly, if γ is any integer of %{V μz) there exists an integer τ
of g such that γq^Ξτ (mod CΓ2~α). There exists an integer β of
^iVfJζ) such that £ β = r (mod q^-"). Since i ^ v , we have βq = γ*

(mod Oϋ2"α) and therefore β = γ (mod qw2-α).

THEOREM 14. // μ19 μλ are two integers of % such that Q = q g in

and in %{VJΰ)> an^ Q ^as ramification orders ^v^>a in

^ %{V~jJk) o v e r %> tJιen ^siVμl) and %{Vμ,) have correspond-

ing residue systems mod qυ~a.

Proof. We need only to consider the case in which μ1 is exactly
divisible by Q and μt is prime to O, the other two cases following
from Theorems 10 and 13.

Let Vi=aq + 1 be the order of ramification of q in %(Vμϊ) over %,

and let v.z be the order of ramification of q in F(l/μ~) over g. From

Theorem 12 it follows that v1 — l = α g ^ ^ 3 .

Let a be any integer of %{Vμι) and let n = aq — a. Since Vμx is

exactly divisible by q, it follows that

Γ (mod qw),

where the ai are integers in g. Hence

α 9 Ξαg + α ? ^ 4- + < _ χ - 1 (mod £ln)

Ξ=σ (mod d α s - α )

where a is an integer of g. Using the method of Theorem 13, there

exists an integer β of %(V]h) s u c h t h a t ^ ^ ^ ( m o d Q"2~α) There-

fore aq=βq (mod O"2-α) and a~β (mod q^-«). Thus ^(Vft) and

have corresponding residue systems mod qυ~a where v2^

THEOREM 15. Let μL, μ.λ be two integers of g, each prime to Q,
such that €ι=qq in %(V~fh) &nd in %(Vμt) Suppose μλ=μ2 (mod
Oαq) and let k be the largest integer such that the congruences μι^Ξaq

(mod Ofc) and /Λ=αα (mod Cfc) are solvable for oc an integer of %.
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Then %{Vμ[) and $(VJ^) have corresponding residue systems mod qυ

where v=aq + l — k.

Proof. Since μ1^μI (mod Gα 9) it follows that Vμ\=Vμl (mod

Dα) using the method of Theorem 11, We have kx = l± qy and follow-

ing Theorem 12 it is sufficient to show that

fr-a)* (mod q"+qy) .

We have

μ-άT (mod qυ+qv) .

Thus %{V~μ~x) and %{V μ2) have corresponding residue systems mod qυ

where v=aq +1 — k is the order of ramification of q in %{Vμλ) and

J over g.

We remark that if %{Vμl)Φ%(V~jΓΛ then Vμi ΦVJΓ, (mod q^+1)
for otherwise we would have corresponding residue systems mod c\υ+1

contrary to Theorem 7.

In Theorem 15 we may replace the condition ^ Ξ ^ (mod £iaq) by
μ1^μ1β

q (mod £laq) with β in g .

THEOREM 16. Lβί ^2, /i2 6e ί^o integers of g s w ^ ^ ^ £ι=qq in

~μl) and in %{Vμ^) &nd the orders of ramification of q in

ϊ) and %{Vμ^) over % are ^>aq. In order that %{Vμ^) and

>) have corresponding residue systems mod qaq=£ιa it is necessary

and sufficient that the following congruences be solvable in g :

2 l i

r

Ql

9

 Γ-oS° a^μf = μ1 {mod &aq),

where ctQ, , α g - ! are integers of § awe? e0, ex, , eq-.u m are nonnegative
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integers, and ΐ = l , •••, q — 1; and the same congruences with μλ and μ2

interchanged.

Proof. Since the orders of ramification of q in %{V~μό) over $

are ^>αg for j=l, 2, then either Vμ} is exactly divisible by q or

is prime to q and there exists an integer ξj of % such that

j—ξj is exactly divisible by q. In either case 1, ί//;., •••,y///;-1

form a basis for the residue system mod qΛ, ra a given positive integer.

If %{V]Ϊ[) and S ( ^ ^ ) have corresponding residue systems mod

qaq we have

1.) y—=az + a1Vfr+- -+aq-1Vμ^ (mod

2.) Λ=(Λι) + α 1 ί/ / S;+.. .+α β - 1 ϊ/^~O β (mod

and the congruences of the theorem follow.
Conversely if the congruences of the theorem are valid then 2.) is

valid and 1.) follows. Interchanging the roles of μγ and μ19 the converse
follows.

THEOREM 17. // %=R(ζ), g = 3 , and %(V μx) and %(V/jζ) have cor-

responding residue systems mod (l — C), then either μι^^diμf (mod 3(1 — ζ))

where a is in R(ζ) and e = l or 2, or μLΞ=μI^0 (mod (1 — C))

Proof. In R(ζ) the ideal (l — C) is a prime ideal, that is, (1 — ζ) = &.

Since %{VJh) and %{V~μΰ) have corresponding residue systems mod

(l — C) we have (1 — ζ)=q\ and the orders of ramification of q in

%(V~μΊ)> S(v /7ί) over % are I>3, and hence either 3 or 4. In either

case 1, î /TT, '^'/ή f ° r m a basis for the residue system mod (l — C)

in %(VJ^j) for j=l, 2.

Since %{Vμτ) and %{V]^) have corresponding residue systems mod

(1 —C)> we have

(mod ( 1 - 0 )

(mod 3 ( 1 - 0 )

where P(x) is a polynomial with coefficients in R(ζ). It follows that

P(^Ίh) i s congruent to a number in R(C) mod (1 — ζ), and the coef-

ficients of j / 7 / ^ and ]̂ /̂ f in P(f/μ]) must vanish mod (l — C) Thus

la^aQalμ2-\-a\a,μ2 = {) (mod (l — C)
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aQa\ + aλa\μ.λ 4- a\aλ = 0 (mod (1 - £ ) ) .

By considering two cases, μ2^0 (mod (1 — ζ)) and μzφ0 (mod (1 —ζ)),
the conclusion of the theorem follows from the last two congruences.
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